Soeldner Consult was one of the main driver in the project for the implementation of the cloud infrastructure of the Harissa project. Soeldner worked in a agile environment together with the customer and helped to form a DevOps platform team.

The challenge
DZ BANK has launched the HARISSA (High Availability Risks Service Architecture) project. The goal of HARISSA is to develop one of the most modern cloud native trading risk platforms in the German banking landscape.

The solution
HARISSA is the first use case in DZ BANK for the use of a public cloud and one of Google Cloud's lighthouse projects in DZ BANK. Söldner Consult GmbH plays an important role in the HARISSA project and helps DZ BANK to build the cloud strategy for the next years.

The results
Söldner Consult has had a significant positive influence on DZ BANK's Cloud Journey. In 2020, the close collaboration with DZ BANK and with Google Cloud led to DZ BANK making its first major investment in Google Cloud technologies.

"The close collaboration with Soeldner Consult helped to build a state-of-the-art microservice application for risk calculation in the Google Cloud and accelerate the digitale transformation within the DZ BANK AG."

Miki Mustapic